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Introduction
The impact of COVID-19 varies perhaps by industry more than any other factor – airlines suffer while 
online commerce thrives, on the whole. We know that use cases for AI and machine learning get 
very industry-specific very quickly. So we thought it would be interesting to look at which use cases 
in which industries might get more traction, and which will see less adoption during the COVID-19 
pandemic, and what comes after.

We track use cases for AI and machine learning across multiple industries as part of our Voice of the 
Enterprise AI & Machine Learning survey-based research. Our most recent survey was performed in 
November 2019, right on the cusp of the COVID-19 outbreak. So while we didn't ask respondents 
how COVID-19 would affect their use of AI, we can make informed projections about the leading and 
lagging use cases.

In this report, we look at three industries: healthcare, financial services and retail. We will have an 
additional report looking at use cases in manufacturing, energy and media/entertainment.

The 451 Take
Any technology that is sufficiently general purpose has opportunities in a crisis. And machine 
learning is a general-purpose layer of technology that is enabling all sorts of use cases across every 
industry. In the good times, there is a surge of innovation and new technical development, which we 
have seen in spades in AI over the past five years. When a crisis hits and things slow down – grinding 
to more or less to a halt in the case of Covid-19 – some of the deployment of innovative technology 
gets accelerated. This is what we expect to happen in certain machine-learning use cases that our 
surveys have identified, and in others that nobody has even thought of yet.

https://clients.451research.com/reports/96447
https://clients.451research.com/reports/96447
https://clients.451research.com/reports/98790
https://clients.451research.com/reports/98790
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Healthcare 
We have long thought that healthcare is the industry with the most potential for transformation 
using AI. That's due to several factors. Innovation has been stymied in the sector by regulation – 
which is often very necessary – but also by long sales cycles and rigid contracts. But it is fertile 
ground for AI because there is a lot of unstructured data, and not all of it is even digital. Paper is still 
rife in healthcare.

In 2015, the UK's NHS estimated that the annual cost of paper storage for each NHS hospital trust is 
between £500,000 ($622,000) and £1m. And that's before you factor in the inefficiency cost. COVID-
19 is short-circuiting barriers to adoption in areas such as telemedicine, which is being adopted on a 
highly accelerated scale during the pandemic, mainly due to lack of alternatives.

Machine-Learning Use Cases in the Healthcare Sector

Source: 451 Research's Voice of the Enterprise: AI & Machine Learning, Use Cases 2020

Looking at our use cases in the figure above, clinician workflow optimization and decision support 
involves, among other things, determining how and where clinicians are deployed. We have seen the 
strategic nature of such people in a pandemic, and where scarcity of clinicians is an issue – which is a 
lot of countries, even developed ones. A good example of this is the COVID-19 Capacity Planning and 
Analysis System, developed by the UK's NHS Digital and University of Cambridge, which uses 
machine learning to predict upcoming demand for ICU beds and ventilators. It went on trial in mid-
April in four hospitals in England.

Treatment development already showed the largest percentage point increase among this list of use 
cases – up 26 points in two years' time. This demonstrates that healthcare providers were already 
excited about expediting and scaling epidemiological and genetics studies to generate novel 
treatment methodologies – something that is being accelerated in ways we didn't think were even 
possible pre-COVID-19.
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Cutting down the lengthy, difficult and expensive process of drug discovery has long been a strong 
use case for AI, as it involves – among many other things – trawling through vast collections of 
disparate information to identify patterns. The clinical trial-matching process is another area ripe for 
efficiency improvements using NLP to trawl through doctors' notes and other free-text that form 
medical data, rather than just relying on structured data in electronic medical records systems. This 
helps identify patients more quickly, and thus expedites the clinical trial process.

Financial services
Financial services firms are obviously going to be tested as most of the world heads into recession, 
and in ways they haven't experienced since the 2007-2008 crisis. This time, the blame can't be laid at 
their door. And hopefully, the stress tests and other measures taken after that crash have put these 
firms in a better position this time around for what is a different type of shock.

Of the use cases from our survey, digital/data security topped the list, with 42% choosing it as a 
current use case and 56% for two years' hence. Fraud detection was second choice in two years' 
time. Respondents expect those two issues and back-end process automation to be the three use 
cases that are almost neck-and-neck. Fraud is often, of course, an unwelcome bedfellow to 
moments of crisis, and financial firms need to keep their customers and systems safe.

Back-end process automation is something banks have been adopting broadly over the past few 
years, mainly in the form of robotic processing automation (RPA). That technology sector would 
seem an obvious choice for seeing some benefit from a pandemic, since automating processes that 
are otherwise performed by humans would be a logical area for cost savings and would enable social 
distancing.

Payment processing was another popular machine-learning use case in our pre-COVID-19 survey 
that we expected to increase in popularity. As payments move to contactless by default to help 
maintain social distancing, fraud detection is an essential component of such an expansion to guard 
against false positives, especially as maximum transaction values are increased (the UK went from 
£30 to £45 per transaction on April 1, for example).

Another payment processing use case is revenue optimization – the routing of a transaction to a 
payment processor that has the highest likelihood to approve the transaction based on a variety of 
factors (type of card, geography, time of day).

Retail
The retail sector will undergo perhaps the most profound changes of any of the industries we are 
looking at in these reports. Of course, much of this is accelerating what was already happening, as 
consumers move to online commerce, but given that only 11.4% of US retail sales were online 
(according to the Census Bureau of the US Department of Commerce's Q4 2019 figure published on 
February 19, thus before the pandemic made an impact in the US), a huge amount of the $1.39bn US 
retail sales in Q4 2019 were in-store. That will now change, and we have already seen massive 
furloughs and layoffs from major names such as JC Penney and Macy's.

Online retail is becoming a way of life for people who previously dabbled or avoided it altogether, 
and the pandemic has shown that people will give online commerce a try for items they would have 
previously insisted going to store to buy. According to 451 Research's Voice of the Customer: 
Macroeconomic Outlook, Consumer Spending April 2020, more than eight in 10 people say the crisis 
has shifted at least some of their spending from stores to online channels. Some of that change will 
stick while other parts may revert.

http://link.451research.com/ls/click?upn=OYkDbW-2BLQxTPEdHzUF87C4kL-2BHXB7Vex5wBSXX7GJNccFq3hVYb40-2BWDlW9qK0d2xfRU9BZLpAI5ZA7uLMLULQ-3D-3DgzVz_CUg-2FKQYJ3D-2FVaYtqsqYVbCEqfNshUp6p77p19TW7c03412DDC0f15bT-2BUvlqyvbX18B9eSws7BGdHnsO1PWVDDxgsRkULBI1E3AAhDoc4cc9mtAUho-2Bgqd5ORVfN5mNRY4jO-2Bh2uPwreXwsh0dv7IS8kk8TE2SCVvT7QWlOatttg0Q9kUKNBvd-2B3ICBcwMVKy0uAPQCUoJRQumD7L83x8Xgzthxttjf3XPyX5-2FKJ2AoZG6kxPqc8ZYB1KDcWZz8zgiPv5q-2BfZR2aGMzawAoDtjAVOqmUxg22b72QLd55s0qLnGAx9tXxiP0kZ7gPOJknZAavtXW5omxsidWQkt20seV188xo6EVMp9Yr-2FhEMlCbuDwArqD5wwc9Ve7z0HTgx
http://link.451research.com/ls/click?upn=OYkDbW-2BLQxTPEdHzUF87C4kL-2BHXB7Vex5wBSXX7GJNccFq3hVYb40-2BWDlW9qK0d2xfRU9BZLpAI5ZA7uLMLULQ-3D-3DgzVz_CUg-2FKQYJ3D-2FVaYtqsqYVbCEqfNshUp6p77p19TW7c03412DDC0f15bT-2BUvlqyvbX18B9eSws7BGdHnsO1PWVDDxgsRkULBI1E3AAhDoc4cc9mtAUho-2Bgqd5ORVfN5mNRY4jO-2Bh2uPwreXwsh0dv7IS8kk8TE2SCVvT7QWlOatttg0Q9kUKNBvd-2B3ICBcwMVKy0uAPQCUoJRQumD7L83x8Xgzthxttjf3XPyX5-2FKJ2AoZG6kxPqc8ZYB1KDcWZz8zgiPv5q-2BfZR2aGMzawAoDtjAVOqmUxg22b72QLd55s0qLnGAx9tXxiP0kZ7gPOJknZAavtXW5omxsidWQkt20seV188xo6EVMp9Yr-2FhEMlCbuDwArqD5wwc9Ve7z0HTgx
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For those retailers that survive – and many will not – a shift to a much greater percentage of sales 
online will change the response for number one use case for machine learning in two years' time, 
which was customer engagement. Our survey showed 56% of respondents expecting it to rise to the 
top in two years, and that timeframe is likely to be compressed by COVID-19.

If a much larger percentage of sales are online, one upside is that retailers should have more – and 
more accurate – data to build models with than they could have gleaned from physical stores. We've 
seen the effect of a coronavirus outbreak on online commerce before – in the now-famous story of 
how Alibaba thrived during the occurance of SARS in China in 2003, effectively launching China's 
online commerce industry.

If social distancing is maintained for many years, then cashier-less store rollout will accelerate. So 
Amazon Go may move from being an experiment to mainstream – and Amazon will have plenty of 
access to low-cost vacant retail space to expand Go. Physical security using AI-driven image 
recognition will see a large expansion as a result.

Payment processing features prominently as a retail use case, just as it does in financial services. The 
'contactless by default' effect has already been observed, with MasterCard reporting 40% growth in 
contactless transaction volume in Q1 2020 compared to the year-ago quarter. Cash will become truly 
exceptional in many retail sectors, and may not be accepted at all in some places.

Supply and demand predictions had been the largest growth area predicted by our survey 
respondents (27 percentage points). We expected to see an even more pronounced emphasis here 
as supply chains shorten with the drive to source closer to home – a trend that was already 
happening as costs in China were rising. One upside for retailers is the potential to tailor more to 
local tastes, all of which takes data analytics and machine learning.


